I. INTRODUCTION 
Trajectory Deviations in Airborne SAR: Analysis and Compensation
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This paper concerns the analysis and compensation of trajectory deviations in airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems. Analysis of the received data spectrum is carried out .
with respect to the system geometry in the presence of linear, sinusoidal, and general aircraft displacements. This shows that tw'ectory deviations generally produce spectral replicas along the azimuth frequency that strongly impair the quality of the focused image. Based on the derived model, we explain the rationale of the motion compensation (MOCO) strategy that must be applied at the SAR processing stage in order to limit the resolution loss. To this end aberration terms are separated into range space invariant and variant components. The former can be accounted for either in a preprocessing step or efficiently at range compression stage. The latter needs a prior accommodation of range migration effect. We design the procedure for efficient inclusion of the MOCO within a high precision Scaled FT based SAR processing algorithm. Finally, we present results on simulated data aimed at validating the whole analysis and the proposed procedure.
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0018-9251/99/$10.00 @ 1999 IEEE Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a remote sensing system used to obtain high-resolution microwave images of the observed scene. The device is mounted on-board a platform (airplane, satellite or Space ' Shuttle) that, in the ideal case, moves with a constant (forward) velocity along a rectilinear trajectory. The scene is illuminated at constant time intervals and the received signal (raw data) contains information about its backscattering properties at the microwave frequencies.
High geometric resolution in range (target to flight path distance) is obtained via transmission of large bandwidth pulses. On the other hand, high resolution in azimuth (flight direction) is the result of an intensive coherent data processing (focusing or pulse compression) operation aimed at synthesizing an antenna array whose dimension is several times (102-103) larger than the one of the real illuminating antenna mounted on-board the platform [ 11. Moreover, in order to limit the transmitted pulse peak power, most of the SAR systems achieve high bandwidths by transmitting (long duration) linearly frequency modulated (chirp) pulses. Accordingly, digital processing for pulse compression is usually required also in range direction to compensate the induced chirp phase distortions [ 
11.
Azimuth and range pulse compression, through match filtering, is generally carried out in the frequency domain and accounts for intrinsic space variant effects such as focus depth and range cell migration (RCM) [l] . With this regard, efficient techniques referred to as Chirp Scaling (CS) [2] and Scaled Fourier Transform (SC-FT) [3, 4] SAR processing have been presented in literature. They are compared in [5] and address the problem by assuming the ideal trajectory case.
In airborne SAR systems deviations of the trajectory from the nominal one as well as attitude and forward velocity variations frequently occur mainly due to atmospheric turbulence. These intioduce motion errors on the received raw data that, beside the loss of geometrical accuracy, may strongly impair the final image quality in terms of geometric and radiometric resolution losses if not properly accounted for during the processing [6, 71. To compensate for motion errors, flight information must be available at the raw data processing stage. Usually these are provided by inertial navigation units (INU) and Global Positioning System (GPS) mounted on-board the airplane [SI. Alternatively, motion errors may be directly estimated from the raw data by means of the reflectivity displacement method (RDM) [9] , autofocus [ 10-121, and phase-retrieval [13] techniques. A discussion on autofocus techniques and in general on image defects and their correction can be found in [ 141.
Motion compensation (MOCO) procedures that account for known deviations of the flight trajectory during the SAR processing have been proposed in the past years. A simple method can be implemented by assuming that trajectory deviations introduce a space invariant aberration thus generating a phase modulation and shifting of the received data that only varies with the platform position. The MOCO procedure reduces in this case to a phase multiplication and a range gate adjustment that can be addressed in a preprocessing step [15, 161. Unfortunately the space invariance assumption is not satisfactory for high-resolution airborne SAR systems [ 171. Processing algorithms that account for additional space variant aberrations have been also proposed impossibility in coupling target RCM and space-variant (second-order) motion compensation is heuristically recognized, but no analytical justification can be found: operating with time-consuming high amount of raw data segmentation during the processing step circumvents this problem. In [18, 191 the algorithm accounts for second-order MOCO after the RCM compensation. However, the rationale of the processing chain with respect to this problem is insufficiently detailed.
additional image quality degradation [6] . The former causes a spatial variation between the elements of the synthetic antenna array and may be compensated, if spectral aliasing effects are negligible, via a proper resampling of the received raw data in azimuth direction. The latter, which mainly generate radiometric resolution loss, may be either eliminated by serving the real antenna to a fixed look direction or compensated by knowing the illumination characteristics of the transmitting antenna at the image calibration stage 161.
This work carries out the analysis of the motion error effects by evaluating the spectrum of the received raw data in the presence of trajectory displacements. Forward velocity and attitude variations are not dealt with; they are.presumed to be absent or possibly compensated as explained before. It is shown (in Section III) that in general a continuous replication along the azimuth frequency of the raw data spectrum obtained in absence of deviation is present; replicas are weighted and integrated according to the spectrum of the phase aberration term due to the trajectory displacement.
To analyze the effects of such frequency replication, relevant cases of linear and sinusoidal displacements are subsequently addressed. In the former case a single spectral replica is present thus introducing a limited degradation that could be handled at the processing stage. The latter generate a more significant spectral degradation: the received spectrum is a discrete summation of replicas weighted Forward velocity and attitude variations induce accordingly to Bessel function coefficients that are dependent upon the amplitude and frequency of the sinusoidal trajectory deviation. As a consequence, after the processing, the desired target response is attenuated according to the coeffkient pertinent to the fundament a1 replica; moreover additional paired echoes, which may even be dominant, appear along I the azimuth direction thus strongly impairing the image quality.
MOCO strategy that must be implemented during the SAR processing in order to limit the image quality degradation induced by the platform deviations.
'
Aberration terms F e separated into range space invariant and variant components. It is shown that the former can be accounted for either in a preprocessing step or more efficiently at the range compression stage, the latter requires a preliminary accommodation for the range migration effect. A high precision SC-FT based SAR processing algorithm with integrated MOCO is presented and tested on simulated data in Section V. In comparison to the one proposed in [18, 191, which refers to a CS SAR processing algorithm, the proposed method achieves the same computational efficiency and retains the advantages of SC-FT based SAR processors: flexibility with respect to the itransmitted waveform and absence of any approximation in the range independent RCM [5] compensation. It is important to note that, beside these interesting aspects of the implemented code, this work does not address a new motion compensation strategy. Indeed, it contains a sound mathematical formalization of the trajectory displacement problem in airborne SAR systems, which allows analysis of the image quality degradation and fully explains the rationale of MOCO strategies. cylindrical reference system. The reference system axis coincides with the nominal trajectory; x' is the position of the illuminating antenna, d is the displacement vector whose y and z components are the horizontal and vertical platform displacements (x component is supposed to be null or compensated as explained in Section I); 6r is the range displacement in the plane orthogonal to the flight direction; R and R, are the target_to-antenna distance in the generic antenna position with respect to real and nominal trajectory, respectively. Absence of any squint angle is assumed and the illuminated surface is supposed flat.
R and R,:
From Fig. 1 we have the following expressions for
The 6r term depends on x' and r, and can be evaluated by the application of the Carnot Theorem (see also Fig. 2) as follows:
where d(x') and a@') are related the horizontal and vertical platform displacements; @(r) is the target look angle. The last approximation in (3) holds when displacements are small compared with the target slant range; Sr reduces in this case to the displacement projection onto the target look direction.' Assume now that the transmitted signal has the following expression (chirp pulse):
where fo is the carrier frequency, T and at are the chirp duration and rate, respectively. After heterodyne we have the following expression for the collected 'Equations (1)-(3) are very similar to those pertinent to interferometric S A R systems [17, 201. xexp r' -R x rect [ 0,1 w2(x' -x) (5) wherein r' = ct'/2 is the range signal sampling coordinate, a, and D, are the spatial counterparts of at and T ; y(.) is the signal which models the backscattering scene properties (i.e., the signal we want to estimate) in the cylindrical reference system, and w ( . ) is the antenna ground illumination pattern which is usually approximated to rect[(x' -x ) / X ] ; X is the synthetic antenna length.
the presence of R(r,x',x) rather than R,(r,x'-x) is now addressed.
Spectral analysis of degradation induced in (5) by
FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS
Equation ( 5 ) can be transformed in range direction thus obtaining [l] x I/ dxdry(x,r)wZ(x' -x)
where R, = a,D, and a, = 1/4ar. Equation ( 6 ) has the same expression of the raw data range spectrum obtained in the absence of platform deviations, but for the presence of R in place of R,. The v2 dependence in the first exponential term highlight the phase distortion induced by the transmitted chirp signal; moreover, should R be substituted by R,, we would recognize in ( 6 ) the typical azimuth frequency modulation (q-independent) and the target RCM (7-dependent) terms in the second exponential factor.
We now expand R as follows:
where: 
This important assumption, together with the flat surface hypothesis, involves the elimination of any displacement error space variance over the target azimuth coordinate (x) and allows the further interesting developments in the following spectral analysis. Furthermore, it should be noted that this azimuth (target-dependent) space variance would be extremely difficult to handle at the data processing stage for SAR focusing algorithms operating in the spectral domain. Equation (6) can now be transformed along the azimuth direction (x'). We get (see appendix)
where G ( [ , q , r ) is the SAR system transfer function (STF) pertinent to the ideal trajectory case, and I' (<,r)
is the FT of y ( . ) along x , and
is the azimuth FT of the aberration term induced by the trajectory displacement. Dependence of G(.) upon the target range r , highlights the usual range space variant character of the SAR STF due to the focus depth and range-dependent RCM (RD-RCM) effects [141. Equation (10) is of fundamental importance in the following analysis. It is trivial to recognize that, in the absence of trajectory displacements we have Q(<,v,r) = 2n6(<), where 6 ( . ) is the Dirac impulse function, thus retaining the standard spectral expression of the received raw data [ 1, 31 :
(12) Discussion about differences between (10) and (12) is addressed in the following. To have a better insight into this problem we preliminary analyze the two particular cases of linear and sinusoidal .trajectory deviation.
A. Linear Trajectory Displacement
Let us consider a linear trajectory displacement which can be due to the presence of a constant cross track velocity component. We get from (3) 6rMu(r)xt. 1 (13) Equation (10:) simplifies in this case as follows:
where Jo(v,r) 
Equation ('14) shows that linear trajectory displacements translate in spectral shift along the azimuth direction of the SAR STF thus generating a limited degradation.' This is in complete agreement with the fact that SAR, for rectilinear trajectories, is sensitive to relative target-to-platform distances no matter how the former is oriented. The azimuth spectral shift of the SAR STF is usually referred to as Doppler Centroid and is pertinent to squinted geometry [l-31. Here, the squint is apparent being the reflectivity spectrum shifted of the same quantity; see (14) .
However, it must be noted that dependence of to(.) over 77 arid r (this latter is not accessible for SAR focusing algorithms operating in the frequency domain) account for geometric distortions [6] that are present when deviations occur and geometry is fxed with respect to the nominal trajectory. Precise geometric c~rrection,~ which in general depends also on the scene topography, is difficult to handle at processing stage unless simplifying approximations on r dependence are carried out [20] . Accordingly, for general aircraft deviations, to limit the effects of these unavoidable approximations in the geometric correction, the nominal trajectory should be in any case chosen in such a way as to minimize the trajectory deviations, possibly by proper data segmentation along the azimuth direction.
is dependent on a(r) that is related to the cross track velocity component projected onto the slant range plane. In case of general trajectory displacement, this latter varies over the azimuth coordinate. Should this variation be sufficiently slow, a method to estimate it from the raw data could be implemented [9] by correlating, in azimuth direction, spectra relative to strong overlapping azimuth data segments.
As a last remark, we note that spectral shifting 2Note that in the adopted hypothesis the real antenna is in any case pointing orthogonal to the nominal trajectory. 31n [20] this geometric correction is deeply investigated with reference to the image registration in Interferometric SAR processing which may be considered equivalent to a very simple deviation compensation problem with parallel nominal and real trajectories. The latter are associated to the master and slave orbits of the Interferometric system, respectively. 
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B. Sinusoidal Trajectory Displacement
Let us now suppose that trajectory deviations are described by a sinusoidal function. Therefore we let Sr = a(r)sin(tox') (15) wherein a(r) is the amplitude sinusoidal deviation projected over the slant range plane.
of Bessel function, thus obtaining [21] Expansion of q(.) in (1 1) and A(7,r) = (7 + 4n/X)a(r).
Substitution of the azimuth FT of (16) in (10) leads to
wherein, CO = 1 and c k = 1/2 for k # 0.
But for the approximation in (9), (17) describes the exact expression of the raw data spectrum. Only to interpret (1 7) we do carry out some simplifying approximations. First of all we note that, generally 4n/X >> R,, therefore the 7 dependence of A(.) can be neglected. Secondly, we suppose that the range variation of A ( -) is also negligible by letting r = ro, where ro is the range coordinate of the scene center. Accordingly, (17) simplifies to Equation (1 8) states that, in the case of sinusoidal deviation, the raw data spectrum consists of a (discrete) summation, along the azimuth frequency, of shifted versions of the spectrum pertinent to the ideal trajectory; the summation is weighted by the Bessel function coefficients (Fig. 3) . The higher the amplitude of the sinusoidal displacement, the larger the number of significant replicas in (1 8) according First of all, the desired target response is attenuated by the factor Jo(A). Moreover, matches between the STF and remaining significant replicas, which can be emphasized by the relative Bessel function coefficients, generate paired echoes4 at the azimuth positions x f (X/4.rr)kEor. Amplitude of the echoes depends upon the weighting factors Jk(A). Spatial separation is related to the frequency of the sinusoidal deviation.
To highlight this effect we present an experimental result carried out on simulated data whose sensor parameters are collected in Table I . A target has been located at the image center, ro = 4984 m, and trajectory has been displaced along the y direction with sinusoidal deviation of 1 cm amplitude and 16.5 cycles per synthetic aperture length frequency; the azimuth flight time is of 8.19 s. Accordingly, we have to = 0.57 radm and, via (3), A(O,ro) = 3.2. Note that, although such motion errors are never encountered in real airborne SAR systems, high frequency of the sinusoidal deviation has been chosen in the presented simulation to emphasize the spectral separation between the replicas; low amplitude limits the number of significant Bessel coefficients [21, 221 . 
SAR focusing operation (2400 central samples).
It is evident that the desired target response has been'attenuated according to Jo(A), while paired echoes corresponding to k = f 2 , f 3 are predominant.
From the parameter in Table I we get an echo separation ((X/h)k&p-o) of 22.2 pixels. The spacing between the echoes in Fig. 5 is '178 samples which is congruent with the theoretical value by considering that an over-sampling factor of 8 has been used in Fig 5 .
Equation (IO) is in this case the continuous counterpart of (17). Neglecting, as in the sinusoidal
Let us now address the case of general deviations.
case, 77 and r dependencies of e(.), we have
In this case the raw signal spectrum consists of a continuous summation of replicas weighted by the spectrum of the deviation-induced term e(. replicas, thus further impairing the image quality.
IV. PROCESSING PROCEDURE
Suppose now that trajectory displacement is measured by an INU and available at the SAR processing stage. We are now interested in the motion error compensation problem to limit the azimuth resolution loss. To this end it is convenient to separate Sr into range space invariant (at the scene center) and variant contributions as follows:
6r(x', r ) = Sro(x') + Sr,(x', r ) (22) where 6ro(x') = Sr(x',ro). These terms are computable from (3) by knowing the trajectory deviations. From the expression of the range F T of the received raw data, (6), we have 
A. Bulk Motion Compensation
Coipensation of the term exp[-j(v + 4?r/X)6rO], referred to as bulk or first-order MOCO, requires a phase correction, i.e., multiplication by exp[j(4~/X)Sr,], and repositioning of the raw data in range direction. Being 6ro independent on the slant range coordinate r, the bulk MOCO could be addressed in a preprocessing step. However, to optimize the efficiency of the processing procedure we can directly perform it at the range compression stage. This is carried out via a multiplication of (23) by exp [-ja,v2 + j(v + 4.1r/X)Sr01. J/ 1 where we neglect the presence of the residual response displacement, Sr,, within the sine(.) function by using R, instead of R,, + Sr,.
B. Residual Motion Compensation in Negligible Range Migration Case
Let us now address the problem of the residual (range space variant) displacement error (Sr,) compensation. To this end we first consider SAR system with negligible range migration. In other words we suppose, see (23), that R,(R,, -r ) << K .
(25)
Equation (24) simplifies in this case as follows:
,.,. is at this stage the last processing step and can be performed via a couple of one-dimensional azimuth transform [ l , 31. compensation is therefore easily solved in the case of negligible range migration system. Unfortunately, most of the SAR systems do not satisfy condition (25). Accordingly, the Sr,(x',r) phase term cannot be singled out from the integral in (24).
The problem of residual motion error
C. Residual Motion Compensation in Nonnegligible Range Migration Case
Similar to the derivation of (lo), the FT of the signal in (24) in range (r') and azimuth (x') directions gives where Gx(<,q,r) is now the standard SAR STF I after the range compression s,tep, and nonessential amplitude factors have been neglected. Moreover, due to the fact that range-invariant displacement errors have been already compensated, we have
which, according to the approximation on the residual displacement within the sine(.) function in (24), is no longer 77-dependent.
For the following analysis we need to deiail the expression of GJ<,q,r), that may be evaluated via the phase statiodaq approach. We have [ 1, 3, 4] :5
In (30) G1(E,q,r) accounts for the azimuth frequency modulation including the focus depth effect; G2(J,77, r ) is the term describing the target RCM, 20, = 47r/L is the SAR azimuth bandwidth where L is the azimuth dimension of the real illuminating antenna. For moderate trajectory displacement, as far as the range migration term is concerned, we can suppose Q,(<,r), which is the FT of the residual displacement phase aberration, is suficiently low dispersion along <, in the sense that
Note that, since usually 77A/47r << 1, this is a sound approximation only for the factor G2(.), which varies slowly with respect to G , ( . ) . Moreover, we note that this approximation takes benefit from the fact that the space-invariant displacement error has already been compensated in the bulk motion compensation step thus rendering the Q, <-bandwidth much lower than the one of Q in (10). The simulation result of the next section confirms the limited effects of this important approximation.
~ 5Note that to simplify the analysis, we use an approximate expression of the SAR STF; a more precise relationship, also used in the implemented MOCO code, can be found in [3] . The block diagram of the proposed SC-FT SAR processing with integrated MOCO is shown in Fig. 6 .
We also show {he compensation effects in the image domain for two point targets: point target A is located at the image center while B is in the near range; amplitudes are dotted while phases are continuous lines.
The raw data, possibly resampled to a constant azimuth spacing to account for forward velocity variations, are first transformed in range direction where, coupled to the range chirp compression, the bulk MOCO is carried out. Additional azimuth transformation is performed to compensate the target range migration with respect to the scene center. Azimuth and range inverse FT are therefore carried out; the latter is a scaled one to accommodate the residual range migration effect [3, 4, 201 order MOCO in presence of significant RCM is circumvented via a strong segmentation of the raw data. In this way the real trajectory is better approximated by local rectification thus reducing the influence of motion aberration terms. However, the computational efficiency is strongly impaired by the high amount of segments that need to be processed. To carry out a comparison between the proposed method and the one presented in [18, 191 which is based on a CS SAR processing algorithm [2] we need to summarize shortcomings of both CS and SC-FT SAR processing procedures. As presented in [5] , the CS based SAR processor achieves the best computational efficiency (two FTs less) with respect to the SC-FT based one. This is, however, obtained at the expense of the requirement that the transmitted signal is a chirp, and of a second order truncation on the Taylor expansion of the range independent component of the RCM in the SAR STF. These two conditions allow the compensation of the RCM in CS-SAR processing algorithms as a first step by means of an appropriate phase multiplication in the range-Doppler domain, i.e., the (5, r') domain. With respect to the basic procedure of [2] , integration of the MOCO [18, 191 requires two additional FT in azimuth for the compensation of the second order MOCO, and two additional FT in range for the subpixel range repositioning in the first-order MOC0.6 By comparing number of FTs required in the integration of MOCO in the CS and the proposed algorithm we conclude that the two procedures achieve the same computation efficiency; however, the latter does not have the before-mentioned limitations.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents the experimental results regarding the processing procedure discussed 6Note that in [IS, 191 the latter FTs are implicitly included in the preprocessing step. The simulated SAR system is sensitive to range migration effects: in Fig.7 we plot the azimuth response after the SAR processing with and without range migration compensation in nominal conditions for one target.
are also severe; we have from (3)
On the other hand, the introduced motion errors Compensation of the space variant motion error 6rv(x!,r) is now tested. Fig. 10 is the result obtained by applying the processing procedure of Fig. 6 : benefits of the space variant motion compensation are evident on the near and far range targets. Three azimuth cuts of the image in Fig. 10 for the far, center, and near range are depicted in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively, together with the one obtained in the absence of deviations. Differences in the compensated and nominal responses for far and center range targets are not detectable while the near range target shows a slight degradation in terms of resolution and peak sidelobe ratio.
To explain this degradation, tests on the effects induced by the approximation in (32) for this specific data have been carried out. In Figs. 14 and 15 we plot the phase of the ratio between the left .and right-hand side terms in (32) within the system bandwidth (phase distortion) for the far and near range target, respectively; range frequency is relative to the worst case, i.e., 7 = f i r . Amplitude distortions of the quoted ratio have been measured within 0.6 dB and maximum at the bandwidth limits. It is evident that phase distortions are more pronounced for the near range target. This, in addition to the fact that approximation in (9) is much more critical in near range, justify the slight degradation of the compensated response for the near range target in 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents, a uniform treatment about the analysis and compensation of airplane deviation from the nominal trajectory in airborne SAR systems. It shows that trajectory displacements introduce replicas, along the azimuth frequency, of the raw data spectrum; these are weighted and integrated accordingly to the spectrum of the term associated with the displacements. Presence of this replication, beside the generation of geometric inaccuracies, induces a dispersion of the impulse response function that strongly impairs the quality of the focused image in terms of resolution loss. A description about the rationale of the MOCO procedures that are applied to reduce the impact of motion errors during the SAR processing is also addressed. Finally, the paper discusses the efficient integration of the MOCO within a standard two-dimensional Scaled-FT based SAR focusing code.
APPENDIX
Let z(x') be a function expressed as follows:
z(x') = dxss(x',x)u(n' -x ) (33) s wherein the integral is in (--oo,-oo) . Equation ( 
that is the range FT of the SAR impulse response (before the focusing operation) function.
